Service Partner

Ampcontrol - Your
Service Partner
Engaging Ampcontrol means support from
Australia’s leading industrial electrical
specialists. We provide continuity of
technical support and a commitment
to making sure your equipment delivers
required outcomes, doesn’t breakdown,
and is statutory compliant.
Our integrated offering includes specialist
engineering, workshop and field based
services provided by Ampcontrol and our
member companies Verico, CPS National,
Captech and Austech.

We understand the operational value
of the equipment you’ve invested in,
and are committed to ensuring its
availability and optimal operation.
We don’t just service our own products;
being electrical and electronic experts,
we work across a comprehensive range
of electrical systems irrespective of
manufacturer and industry.

Our integrated offerings provide you with a comprehensive range of specialist
engineering, workshop and field based services to ensure your electrical and
electronic systems are compliant and run at optimum levels. These services
can be provided individually on an ad hoc basis or as an integrated solution via
a scheduled plan. Whatever your needs, Ampcontrol are here for you 24/7.

Transformer
Maintenance and Testing
We can ensure optimal transformer
performance through the provision of
a range of testing and maintenance
services performed onsite or in our
dedicated transformer workshops
and oil testing laboratory.

Underground Mining
Services
Our onsite support teams can
provide emergency and scheduled
support to keep your electrical and
electronic infrastructure operational
and compliant.

High Voltage Services
We have the experience and accreditations
to ensure safe and compliant management
of your high voltage electrical assets;
from repairs, maintenance, upgrades and
testing,through to compliance audits and
safety management plans.

Overhauls and Repairs
Through extensive workshop and field
resources, we can overhaul, upgrade and repair
electrical and electronic equipment including
conducting AS/NZS 3800 overhauls.

Cable Services
Equipped with experienced workshop technicians and
agile field service crews, Ampcontrol has a cable service
approach for any industry. Our strategically positioned
cable shops located across Australia ensure customer
support is always close by, where and when it’s needed.

Electrical
Engineering Services
In addition to developing our
innovative products and systems
our engineers can provide a range
of services to solve your operational
challenges.

Fabrication
and Machining
We have the experience and
equipment to design and
manufacture your large scale and
intricate metal fabrication projects.

Solar PV
Analysis and Testing
We provide full operations and
maintenance services for medium
and large scale solar farms, as well
as panel and system testing and
analysis.

Automation and Technology
Integration
We design and integrated digital solutions that link your
physical assets with your communications network and
the digital world.

Our Asset
Management Strategy
When you partner with Ampcontrol
in the ongoing management of
your assets, you are accessing the
expertise and perspective of the
design engineer, manufacturer and
commission-to-site technician,
all working to maximise your
electrical assets.
We take the time to understand
your requirements and devise a

strategy that delivers statutory
compliance, asset availability,
optimised performance, predictive
maintenance periods and builtin spares/upgrades. Not every
customer has the same approach
to asset risk. Our role is to
understand your approach and
develop a suitable plan to support
your assets.
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As part of our analysis, we assess
your Asset Risk Profile (ARP) using
the following methodologies:
Preventative or Run to Fail.
Either approach is underpinned by
a customised spares strategy to
support operational efficiency and
minimise downtime.
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Preventative
This approach ensures an appropriate service level is achieved
through proactive maintenance based on several key factors to
achieve optimum results for your production assets.

Time Based
Inspection

Equipment
Performance

This utilises statutory
driven intervals or periodic
planned inspections, testing
and product exchange
to ensure systems
maintain their base level
performance.

Following asset inspections
and data capture, the
information is analysed
to identify leading trend
information for potential
component failures
and incorporated into a
predictive maintenance
schedule.

Condition Analysis
Understanding the cause
and effect of environmental
and asset relationships
is essential to minimise
downtime and maximise
operational availability. By
assessing and understanding
high risk asset environments,
we can reduce time phased
inspection intervals and
maintenance.
We then monitor this using
our performance based
auditing tools.

Run to Fail
A run to fail approach can be supported by breakdown
services and provision of spares however, this does not ensure
operational availability or asset optimisation.
Breakdown
Support

Mean Time To Fail and
Mean Time To Repair

Even with the most comprehensive asset
management program breakdowns can happen.
We support you during a breakdown with
dedicated onsite and engineering services and
the provision of spares.

By understanding the average life expectancy of
your equipment and the mean time to repair we
can develop service contracts for 24/7 onsite
support and a spares strategy.

Ampcontrol maintain a comprehensive hire fleet and can offer an individual spares strategy to
ensure minimal disruption to your operation during both planned and unplanned maintenance.

1300 267 373

ampcontrolgroup.com

